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:ris:-;icu lind Asian ghost stories at

r-1is point. Given how overplayed J-horror

tropes have become. The Child's Eyeteels

awlully Ianiliar.
Posibly ttre most amusing thing about the

movie is that it was the first Hong Kong hor-

ror film shot in 3-D, afld it runneth over with

CGI objects flying towards the camera that, on DVD,

play as hilariously as one of SCTV's Monster Chiller

HorrorTheatresketches. The addition 0f 3-D may have

bolstered the pedestrian spook story in theafes, but

then again, given hOw thoroughly average the rest of

it is, maybe not. The DVD also offers a boring making-

of featurette for those rare viewers who aren't anxious

to forget The Child's Eyethe moment that it's over'

PHIL BROWN
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THE PERFECT ltOUSE
Starring Felissa Rose, Jonathan Tiersten and J0hn Philbin

0irected by Kris Hulbert and Randy Kenl

Written by Kris Hulbert

Film0n.com

As gimmicks go, the first movie "ever to premiere

on Facebook" barely registers on the William Castle

scale of movie hucksterism, but that's not the only

ruse at work in The Perted House.

Beginning in the year 2005' a family visits a creepy

neighbour at "the perfect house," only to incur his

wrath over a Weedwacker they've thoughtlessly

failed to return. This wraparound story 0f sorts

frames an anthology, as we cut to present day, when

two newlyweds are being shown the same house by

an oversexed real estate agent. Facebook then

smugly introduces its teature-length gimmick -
you're prompted to "Like" "Real Estate." From there,

pop-up boxes regularly encourage approval of vari-

ous aspects of a given scene, such as "Serial Killers,"

"Blood" or "Basements," 0ther times, Facebook

pesters you to share mundane

quotes from the movie with Your

friends. As the couPle exPlores

the basement, the film sPlits into

three segments: one that takes

place in 1969, one in 1986 and

another in 2005.

The first and most disPosable,

"The Storm" reveals family se-

crets lhat explode into head-loP-

ping violence amidst a series of

extended flashbacks bY charac-

ters who themselves are flash-

backs, which reflects the

disjointed nature ot the script. By

far the best sequence, "Chick-en"

centres upon a serial killer who

tortures and dispatches new Peo-

ple every week in that same basement (this bit fea-

iuret tott eyelid extractions, and Facebook

suggests you "Like" "Unnecessary Surgery")'And he

does it all with much witticism for his muse, a young

woman who's been locked up for the past five years

in a cage adjoining the one that houses his rotating

roster of victims. Finally, there's "Dinner Guest," a
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Those allergic t0 plot ho,es arc anachronisms should

steer clear, not t0 mention that five bucks is a hefty price

tag for a 48-hour streaming movle rental. But for an au-

dience that l0ves to whinge about the inanity of Facebook'

you couldn't ask for a better flick. Who doesn't "Like" "Un-

necessary Surgery?"
A.S. BEBMAN
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FACES IN THE CROWD
Starring Milla J0fovich, Sarah Wayne Callies

and Jrlian McMahon

Direcied by Julien Mag{at

Written by Julien Magnat and Kelly Smith

Firsl Look Pictures

lf you're looking for a thoughtful, suspenseful, well-writ-

ten honor/thriller - keep looking. Faces in the Crowd,whicll

centres on a woman's struggle to cope with "face blind-

ness" after a traumatic encounter with a violent serial

killer, has the finesse (and script) of a Brooke Shields

Movie of the Week.

lf you're wondering what face blindness is, it's exactly

what it sounds like. After an evening out with friends'

Anna Marchant (Milla Jovovich ot Ihe Resident Evilfran-

chise) stumbles across a serial killer preying on his next

victim. She is attacked and left without the ability to rec-

ognize human faces. Each time she looks into the face

of her boyfriend, her

best friend - or the

killer - she sees

someone entirely new.

As you might imagine,

this leaves her in quite

the predicament. De-

spite being unable to

remember the face of

the murderer, she is

dead set on helping a

handsome and charis-

matic police detective

find him before he

finds her (to finish her

off). This puts a target

on her back and adds a ticking clock t0 the whole situ-

ation (dramal). Under the direction of relative newbie

Julien Magnat, none of the concept's slim potential is

mined.

Down to brass tacks: the acting is stale, the story is

trite, and the dialogue is even worse. While Anna's super-

sensitive boyfriend leaves her soon after she's attacked

because he becomes frustrated that she can't recognize

him, there's apparently somebody 0ut there whose face

she wrl/ remember. However, according t0 Anna's doctor,

there is only about a one in a billion chance that she will

ever find this personi Guess which handsome man new

to Anna's life fills this role? The surprise is jaw dropping;

nearly as much as the hackneyed "big reveal" of the

killer's identity.

Even Jovovich fans should think about skipping over

this one. Any script in which the most insightful piece of

dialogue is that "faces are the bar code oI the human

race" probably isn't worth a look.

DENVER WILSON


